Wildlife Habitat Council
CEER 2014
Ecological Restoration on Working Lands:
Opportunities and Challenges

Wildlife Habitat Council
• Timothy Bent: Ecological Restoration of
Bridgestone’s New Beginnings Woodlawn
Wildlife Area and Warren County
Manufacturing Plant
• Marcy Twete: Ecological Restoration of
Black Oak Savannas and Sand Prairies
Inside A Steel Mill: Arcelormittal Burns
Harbor
• Jeffrey Popp: Case Studies of the
Baltimore Second Harbor Project

Wildlife Habitat Council

• What is the Wildlife Habitat Council?
• How do we work?
• Corporate drivers for ecological restoration

Wildlife Habitat Council

The Wildlife Habitat Council promotes and certifies habitat
conservation and management on corporate lands through
partnerships and education.
The organization is structured around a core of scientists and
education specialists initiating programs with separate certification
department validating outcomes.
WHC works in partnerships with corporations, conservation
organizations and state and federal agencies.

Wildlife Habitat Council: Sector Engagement

WHC’s Approach
Conservation Implementation
GRI Goals
Sustainability Goal
Permitting
Corporate/Local/Regional

Employee Engagement
Career development
Workforce Recruitment
Ownership
Longevity
Recognition*

Community Outreach
Social License to Operate
Community PR
Education
STEM

Driven by a corporate business goal or challenge

Recognition
Wildlife at Work
•Compatible with variety of
properties: restoration,
remediation, biodiversity
enhancement, recreational,
agricultural
•Step-by-step guide to establish,
develop and manage a
biodiversity program, leading up
to WHC accreditation
•Program recognizes initiatives
above and beyond mitigation or
requirements

Corporate Lands for Learning
•Fosters in learners a clear
understanding of wildlife,
habitat, and their relationships to
people.
•CLL works with both adults and
children.
•CLL programs exist in both
rural and urban areas, both on
corporate wildlife habitats and in
community parks and
schoolyards.

Wildlife Habitat Council: Business Drivers
Remediation/Reclamatio Through innovation and proactive community relations, remediation and reclamation projects through
n
WHC exceed expectations, realize cost savings, and return a site to productive use faster.
Community Relations

A WHC project can increase a community’s positive feeling towards the facility, create a positive
connection and sense of place, decrease complaints, and secure a social license to operate.

Government Relations

Wildlife at Work and Corporate Lands for learning programs create a framework for a different
conversation with agencies, provide new tools to navigate regulations, and support facilitation with
federal agencies.
When WHC projects are included in public meeting presentations and discussions with regulatory
agencies it illustrates a willingness and intention to go above and beyond requirements.

Permitting
Biodiversity - Positive
Impact

A biodiversity goal followed through WHC projects allows for a highly credible conservation
implementation that is scale appropriate yet critical to the success of greater landscape-scale efforts.

Connectivity - Beyond
the Property Line

By connecting beyond the property lines, WHC members build upon existing initiatives, share resources,
contribute to landscape-scale approaches, and develop strong partnerships.

Hands on STEM

By using industry lands to provide high quality STEM education programs, WHC members create a
STEM literate workforce for the future.
Employee engagement in WHC projects creates a sense of pride and establishes a corporate culture of
volunteerism, health and work-life balance. Retention and high levels of employee engagement result.

Employee Relations
Driver of Sustainability

One of the few sustainability metrics that goes beyond the “race to zero.” WHC projects increase
ecosystem health, promote biodiversity and enhance place-based education efforts.

Integration into
Operations

Integrating WHC programs within operations will ensure the long-term success of initiatives that
continues through personnel change and shelters projects from difficult economic times.

Rehabilitation / Site
Closure

Members involved in remediation /site closure projects reap benefits from designing WHC programs into
closure plans when high community engagement is expected.

HQ / Campus
Participation

Even on corporate campuses, WHC projects offer an alternative to costly high-maintenance landscaping
and engage less active employees in heart healthy activities.

International Applicability WHC projects can be translated into many languages and be implemented on projects across the span of
operations and locations of any member.
WHC programs offer a framework and a reason to reach out to potential conservation and education
Partnerships

Drivers of Restoration Engagement
• Meeting Corporate Goals/Business
challenges for:
• Return to the productive use
• Community Engagement
• Permitting and Licensing
• Exceeding Expectations
• Investment in Education
• Meeting STEM Goals
• Net positive impact on Biodiversity

Measures Reported
On
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Types of native habitats restored
Invasive plant species controlled
Acreage of habitat created
Acreage of active/operating site
managed for habitat and wildlife
Newly observed flora and fauna
Newly installed wildlife structures
Research projects conducted
Active education hours undertaken
Community service projects
completed…

